Abstract. In [7] S. K. Stein constructed a 10-dimensional centrally-symmetric star body whose translates tile 10-space but whose translates by a lattice do not tile it. In [8] he constructed a 5-dimensional star polyhedron whose translates tile 5-space but whose congruent copies by a group of motions do not tile it. So there is no lattice tiling by translates of this polyhedron. In the present paper we shall construct a 5-dimensional centrally-symmetric star polyhedron whose translates tile 5-space but whose congruent copies by a group of motions do not tile it. Furthermore, this phenomenon occurs at an infinitude of dimensions.
1. Preliminaries. Let % be a set in «-dimensional Euclidean space 7?" which is homeomorphic to an «-dimensional cube. If there exists a point P in % such that for every point Q in % the section PQ lies in %, then % is a star body. A system of congruent copies of %, whose union is R" and whose interiors are disjoint, is a tiling.
The second part of the 18th problem of D. Hubert is the following question [2] : "Whether polyhedra also exist which do not appear as fundamental regions by groups of motions, by means of which nevertheless by a suitable juxtaposition of congruent copies a complete filling up of all space possible?". In [2] K. Reinhard constructed a 3-dimensional polyhedron which showed that the answer is "yes". J. Milnor gives reference for example in R2 star, not symmetric. In [8] S. K. Stein constructed a 5-dimensional star polyhedron with this property. Furthermore, all motions in his example are translations. We shall construct a 5-dimensional centrally-symmetric star polyhedron with this property.
Another problem in the field of the geometry of numbers is the following question. If translates of a centrally-symmetric star body in Euclidean space can be packed with a certain density, is it possible to find a lattice packing by translates of it that is at least as dense? In [7] S. K. Stein constructed a 10-dimensional body which showed that the answer is "no". We shall construct a 5-dimensional polyhedron with this property.
2. The Theorem. We shall use the following lemmas. Reference [9] contains proofs of these lemmas.
Lemma 1 (S. K. Zaremba [11] ). If q, r, s are integers such that q is a power of a prime and r > 1 and s -(qr -l)/(q -1), then for an s-dimensional chess board of side q there exists a set of castles that attack each unoccupied position of the chess board exactly once.
Lemma 2 (R. Baer [1] ). If a finite abelian group is expressible as the union of at least two subgroups, any two of which meet only at {0}, then every nonzero element of the group has the same order.
Theorem. If q, r, s are integers such that q is a power of a prime and it is not a prime and r > 2 and s = (qr -l)/(q -1), then there exists an s-dimensional centrally-symmetric star polyhedron whose translates tile s-space but whose congruent copies by a group of motions do not tile it.
Proof. We shall generalize S. K. Stein's method. Denote by 7?", «-dimensional Euclidean space. Let O he a fixed point in R" and let e,,...,en he a fixed orthonormal basis in R". Let A be a positive real number and k an integer such that 1 < k < n. Consider the «-dimensional cell <£*:= {P:ÖP = alex+'--+ ane",\ak\<\ + ±,\a,\<2-,ie{l,...,n}\{k}}. Let q, r, s he integers under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 1 and let L" be a lattice spanned by qex,... ,qes. The translates of a cube of edge q (which is identified with the chess board) by the vectors of L" tile Rs. The chess board consists of qs cubes of edge 1. So the translates of a unit cube of the chess board tile Rs. Their translations form a lattice L which is spanned by ex,...,es. Consider the union of the translates by the vectors of L" the sq + 1 cubes which are attacked by a castle. Since its translates tile Rs and it can be divided into ({(q -1), s) crosses and similarly, it can be divided into (q -l,s) semicrosses so there exists a tiling by translates of a ({(q -1), s) cross and there exists a tiling by translates of a (q -1, s) semicross. Now we shall modify the ({-(q -1), s) cross. It can be done in such a way that (i) the modified ({(q -1), s) cross is a star body and it is a centrally-symmetric polyhedron,
(ii) translates of a modified cross tile Rs, (iii) if congruent copies of a modified cross tile Rs, then they are its translates, (iv) translations by the vectors qex,...,qes are elements of the motion group of every tiling by congruent copies of a modified ({(q -I), s) cross.
Finally we shall prove that the congruent copies of a modified cross by a group of motions do not tile 7?*. Consider a tiling by congruent copies of a modified (i(q -1), s) cross. In virtue of (iii) this tiling consists of translates of a modified Since qe¡ E L' and q'ei £ L' for 0 < q' < q, the set {0, g"2g¡,...,(ql)g,} is a cyclic group of order q. If g is not a prime, then G has a nonzero element whose order is not q; if r s* 2, then 5 > 2. These violate Lemma 2. Divide the ({(q -1), s) cross into [s(q -1) + 1)2* cubes of edge \. In this way we modified all faces of the cubes of the central cube of the cross and we modified two faces of the remaining cubes of the cross. Modify all of the faces of the cubes of the cross which is not modified and whose edges are parallel to the vectors ex,...,ek_x, ek+,,...,es by the numbers vkj in the same way. Repeat this process for k= l,...,s.
Obviously, the number e can be selected such that the modified ({-(q -1), s) cross is a star body and it is a centrally-symmetric polyhedron.
For suitable q, s there exists a tiling by translates ofa(^(<7-1), s) cross in which an end of the arm of a cross always meets along an entire end of the arm of another cross. Modify all of the crosses of this system in the same way; we have a tiling by translates of a modified (j(q -1), s) cross.
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Consider a tiling by congruent copies of a modified (\(q -I), s) cross. Then the modified cubes of edge \ tile Rs. So the original cubes of edge { tile Rs. In virtue of the modifying of the faces of the cubes, the neighbouring cubes meet along an entire (s -l)-dimensional face, that is, the modified ({(q -1), s) crosses of the tiling are translates of a modified (\(q -I), s) cross.
In virtue of the modifying of the faces of the central cube of the cross, an end of the arm of a modified cross always meets along an entire end of the arm of another modified cross. Thus we have (iv).
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